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Outline
• Colombia? Where and why
• What I learned

1. Geography is very important
2. Life in Colombia is improving
3. Colombian commonalities and differences
4. Food and eating habits affect all of life
5. The historical differences within the “New 

World”



Where is Colombia?
• South America
• Cities I visited

▫ Bogota
▫ Medellin
▫ Cali

Colombia

Bogota

Cali

Medellin



Geography
• The area in Colombia I visited (the Andes Region) 

is mountainous which affects many areas of life
▫ City size and density
▫ Ease of movement
▫ Climate
▫ Where people live within cities

• Colombia is also located on the equator which 
means that the temperature is constant throughout 
the year
▫ Temperature changes with altitude not latitude



Mountains

• City density
• Who lives on the side of a 

mountain
• Great views from mountains
• Travel can be difficult

The City of Medellin Surrounded by Mountains

The other side of the mountain from Cali

Bogota from Monserrate



Temperature

• Fruit
• Flowers
• Unheated houses
• Skylights

Colombian fruit and fruit juice  

Skylights in a Colombian House



Colombia is Improving
• Colombia is not as wealthy as the United States, 

but it is improving rapidly
▫ This is something which is easy to miss but is 

fairly obvious if you are paying attention
• Is the current value or derivative more 

important for standard of living?  



An Improving Standard of Living

• The increasing levels of traffic indicate that the standard of 
living is increasing
▫ Comparative changes in the US auto fleet

• A large number of young adults have braces

Just about every young person can afford a motorcycleTraffic grows heavier each year



Statistics Verify that Life in Colombia is Improving

• Life expectancy is rising in Colombia
• Colombian GDP began going through the roof starting in the mid 2000’s

▫ It has increased about 3.5X over the past decade
• Source: Google Public Data (www.google.com/publicdata)

Colombian GDPColombian Life Expectancy

http://www.google.com/publicdata


Characteristics of Colombia
• Colombians have a distinct personality, but there 

is a lot of variation within Colombian culture 
▫ On some matters Colombians have widely 

divergent views while on others they are very 
similar

▫ In some ways Colombians think similarly to 
people from the United States on other issues they 
have different outlooks



What is Colombian?

• Fruit
• Flowers
• Pink dolphins and other animal species
• Horses (llaneros, cabalgatas)

Flower venders in Bogota A Colombian Farmer’s Market



What is Colombian?

• Music
• Dancing
• Art
• Beautiful women

Paisas around town

Dancing at a house party

Una Gata in Cali



Differing Opinions

• Conservadores and Liberales
• Views about Che Guevara
• Opinion about the state of Colombia
• Public and private universities

Simon BolivarFrancisco de Paula Santander



Colombian Cuisine
• Food is inexorably linked to culture.  This 

involves not only the food itself, but the time and 
manner of eating  
▫ What, when, and where you eat affects how you 

live
• Colombians eat early and have a rich diet

▫ The ingredients they use are probably the highest 
in the world in terms of quality and variety



Food and Eating

• Early meals are more heavier
• Each city is famous for certain foods
• People eat in the dining room and serve meals

Hot chocolate and a tamal Breakfast in Bogota



Thoughts on Colombian Food

• Rich food (Fruit, meat, cheese, sweets…)
• Similar to 1950’s America?
• Few overweight people

Oblea Liver



Variety in the New World
• The Americas were settled by Europeans 

recently on the scale of world history
▫ Latin and Anglo-America have many similarities 

but also major differences
• Colombia is much older than the US and was 

settled in a different manner



Colombian History

• Ancient artifacts
• Pre-Colombian versus 

Pre-Anglo history
• Beautiful old buildings

Pre-Colombian Crown

Catholic Church



History Continued

• Inter-racial marriage has been common since the 
Spanish arrived

• Speed of Spanish settlement
▫ 1492: Colombus’ first voyage
▫ 1533: Cartagena  founded
▫ 1536: Cali founded
▫ 1537: Bogota founded
▫ 1616: Medellin founded
▫ 1620: Pilgrims arrive in Plymouth
▫ 1825: Lafayette Incorporated
▫ 1888: West Lafayette Incorporated

Miss Colombia Contestants Colombian Salsa Dancers

Juan Manuel Santos (President)



Questions
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